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Disclaimer: This is a Work in Progress 
version of the Combat rules, created 

for internal tests.

COMBAT
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Combat in Tainted Grail is a tactical confron-
tation that requires you to cleverly play a 
Sequence of cards and earn enough points in 
the Combat Pool to defeat the AI-controlled 
opponent, while surviving and handling any 
incoming attacks.
You and your enemy take alternating turns. 

During your turn, you play a single Combat 
card as your Basic Attack, lining the row of 
Keys on your card with the preceding card. The 
more Keys you manage to connect, the more 
bonuses you reap. After your Basic Attack, you 
may play any number of Bonus Attacks, as long 
as you are able to connect their with at least one 
Lightning icon.

Many of the cards you play will have a useful 
Ability. Most Abilities become covered and 
disappear soon as you play another card, so you 
need to choose your moves wisely! If an ability 
stays active throughout the combat, it has a 
different, Passive Ability layout where attaching 
a new card won’t cover it. In short you only see 
the abilities that are currently active!

Combat Overview

Most of the Combat Cards also add points 
to your Combat Pool. The points are repre-
sented by universal markers (red plastic cubes) 
that you put next to the Encounter card. If the 
number of markers reaches the target Value 
listed on the Encounter card, you win. If not, 
you proceed to the Enemy turn.

During the Enemy turn, the opponent will 
deal one attack out of several possible listed on 
their card. This will often damage your Health, 
drain your Combat Pool or destroy your cards. 
Then, another turn begins.
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• Set the Encounter card so that you have 
plenty of space to the right – that’s where 
you’ll build your Sequence.

• Put the Item cards of any Weapon, Shield, 
Armor or Follower you’d like to use under 
the Encounter. One Character may only use 
one card with a specific keyword in a single 
combat (one Weapon, one Shield etc.).

• Draw a hand of 3 Cards.
This number might change depending on 
your Character Abilities and the Abilities 
of your Enemy.

• If you don’t like your starting hand, you can 
discard it and draw a new hand with one less 
card. You may repeat this until you have only 
one card left in your hand.

1 – Enemy Value (the difficulty of this Encounter – to win, the total number of markers in your 
Combat Pool needs to be at least this high)

2 – Combat Pool
3 – Enemy Abilities
4 – Opportunity (a special action the enemy performs if you fail to play a card in your turn)
5 – Combat Table (use it to determine which attack the enemy performs during his turn)
6 – Reward & Loot (what you get for defeating this enemy)
7 – Attribute Keys (connecting them requires a certain Attribute)
8 – Magic Key (connecting it requires a point of Magic)
9 – Free Key (connecting it is free and automatic)
10 – Bonus (one of the several rewards you get for connecting Keys)
11 – Passive card (its Ability is always active and visible)
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Starting Combat

Combat Example
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I ) Draw Phase
• Draw 1 Card–skip this on your first turn.
• If you cannot draw because your Combat 

Deck is empty, this means your Character is 
exhausted and must flee! Lose 1 Energy, gain 
1 Terror, receive an Opportunity attack from 
the Enemy and finish the Combat.

II ) Attack Phase
• Play one card from your hand, lining its 

left edge with the row of open keys on the 
preceding card.

You don’t need to connect even a single key! 
However, if a key connects, and your Character 
has the Attribute level displayed in the first half 
of the key, you earn the bonus represented by an 
icon in its second half. 

The available bonuses are:
Marker – place that many markers in your 
Combat Pool.

    Draw – draw a card.

    Lighting – connecting these allows you to 
play Bonus Attacks in Phase III.

 Multiplier – multiplies the next icon.
For example, means you receive 
3 markers.

 Cancel – voids the next icon.
For example,  means you don’t draw.

There are also two keys that have special 
requirements:
• Magic – blue key; to connect it and get its 

bonus, you need to spend a point of Magic. 
Put the marker representing this point on 
the Key.

• Free Key – golden key; any bonuses there are 
free and do not require any Attribute checks 
(or spending magic).

If you can’t or won’t play a card during your 
Attack Phase (II), proceed to Phase IV imme-
diately – the enemy will take advantage of your 
inaction!

III ) Bonus Attacks & Charged Abilities
Play any number of additional Bonus Attacks 

from your hand. All of them need to be 
connected with the “lightning” key!

Spend any number of Charges from your cards 
to resolve abilities that require Charges.
When you’re done, proceed to phase V – your 

turn ends here.

IV ) Attack of Opportunity
This phase takes place only if you couldn’t or 

wouldn’t play a Combat card during your Attack 
Phase  (II). Skip it otherwise.
• Your enemy performs the Opportunity 

attack listed on their card.
• Draw 1 extra card.
Letting your enemy seize initiative is dangerous, 

but will also give you more options!

V ) Check the Combat Pool
Count the number of markers in the 

Combat Pool.
If it’s higher (or equal to) target Value printed 

on the Encounter card, you win! Receive 
any Rewards and share any Loot. Otherwise, 
proceed to the next step.

VI ) Enemy Attack
Choose the Attack from the Encounter card 

that matches the value of your Combat Pool. 
Resolve this Attack.

If the opponent’s Attack removes any points 
from the Combat Pool, and the Combat Pool 
doesn’t have enough markers to cover, see the 
Negative Combat Pool entry below.

VII ) Upkeep
Remove one Time Token from each card in 

your Sequence that has any. If you’ve removed all 
time tokens from the card, immediately resolve 
the ability with the Time Token trigger.

VIII ) End Turn
Proceed to Phase I – a new turn begins!

Combat Sequence
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Panic!

Panic takes place anytime your Terror is higher 
than your current Health.
When Panicking, instead of playing out 

Phase I and Phase II, simply play one card from 
the top of your Combat Deck. You may then 
play any Bonus Attacks as normal. Please note 
this only cancels your standard, one-card draw. 
Any bonus or extra cards gained from keys or 
abilities are still drawn as normal.

Ability Triggers

Each Ability starts with a Trigger icon that 
clearly indicates when you should resolve it.

(All Icon sets are still a Work in Progress!)
Placement – resolve the ability as soon as 
you play the card.
 Time – put a Time Token on this card as 
you play it. Remove the time token in the 
Upkeep Phase (VII) and then trigger the 
ability.

• The ability does not trigger on subsequent 
turns and the Time Token does not return!

• If you put another card on a card with a 
Time Token, the Time Token is lost and the 
ability doesn’t trigger.

Enemy Attack – this ability remains active 
throughout the entire Enemy Attack 
Phase (VI), usually modifying the result 
of the opponent’s Attack.

Negative Combat Pool

Combat Pool can never become negative. 
Whenever an enemy Attack or any other effect 
asks you to remove a point from the Combat 
Pool, but there’s not enough points, discard a 
card from you hand instead for every excess 
point. If you have no cards left, discard a card 
from the top of your deck instead.

Example: a player has 2 points in their Combat 
Pool and one card in their hand. The Attack 
causes them to lose 4 points. They discard two 
markers from the Combat Pool, one card from 
their hand and one card from the top of their 
deck.

Cooperative Combat

If a Party of more than one Character is present 
during Combat, the following applies:
• At the start of Combat, each player draws 1 

less card (but never less than 1).
• At the start of Phase II, players choose who 

plays a single Basic Attack. Only one such 
Attack is played per turn – any other cards 
need to be played as the Bonus Attacks.

• Any Damage applies to all players.
• This means, the total damage scales up! 

This is balanced by the fact that the Party 
has more cards, more Attributes and more 
flexibility.

• Any Draw bonus keys and “extra card” abili-
ties only benefit the owner of the card.

• Any additional costs of playing the card 
(such as Energy loss or Terror gain) are 
suffered only by the owner of the card.

• Any Rewards are individual and apply to 
each player separately, but any Loot needs 
to be shared.

• If the players can’t reach an unanimous deci-
sion, the player with the most Practicality 
makes the final decision. In case of a draw, 
roll a die.

Other important rules
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Guardians

This dangerous enemy will keep roaming the 
area even after you flee, looking for new intruders 
to fight. If you fail to defeat this Encounter, place 
its card on the Location where you have trig-
gered it. At the start of each day, roll a Direction 
Die, and move the Guardian accordingly.

If the Guardian moves to an unrevealed 
Location card, discard him.

If the Guardian stays in the same Location and 
there are any Characters present there, immedi-
ately start the Encounter (all Characters present 
in this Location have to fight together).
The Guardian will never Travel to a Settlement. 

If your Direction Die roll sends him off to one, 
the Guardian will stay in its current Location 
instead.

If the Guardian enters a Location with any 
Character (or a Character enters the Guardian’s 
Location at any point of the game), it immedi-
ately triggers the Encounter. Once the Guardian 
is defeated, discard its card.


